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Congress 2014

www.neuroinformatics.nl/downloa
ds/

neuroinformatics2014bid_NL.pdf

http://www.neuroinformatics.nl/downloads/
http://www.neuroinformatics.nl/downloads/


Looking back...



Satellite: Data sharing workshop



Strategy for growth

Given that there are now Big Brain initiatives  world 
wide, and that these large consortia have summits 
that attract crowds,
we could align the congress with a different Big 
Brain initiative each year.
Start in 2017?
Is it feasible (Thomas Wachtler has experience)
Will it work?
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Funding Strategy

Our sponsor NIHC has very limited budget by itself, 
it needs to tap into the budgets of its peers.
So, for each of the science domain, we need to 
make the case for NeuroInformatics. It would greatly 
help if INCF had specific programs that a funder can 
subscribe to.

Domains:
medical/clinical sciences (e.g. biomarkers for 
disease detection)
exact sciences/ICT (e.g. big data infrastructure)
applied technology (e.g. medical devices)
life sciences
social sciences



COST action

Funding scheme to cooperate and coordinate 
nationally funded research activities. COST Actions 
allow European researchers to jointly develop their 
own ideas in any science and technology field.

Organize workshops, meetings, build prototypes

Submitted proposal last year with several European 
nodes, with the subject:
“understanding the functional relevance of 
anatomical properties and connectivity”
Received critical feedback and plan to reapply this 
year:
make project more focused.
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Scalable Brain Atlas:
towards online

registration of user MRI data

INCF Digital Atlasing Taskforce
Donders Institute, Radboud University Nijmegen, The 
Netherlands
Jülich Research Institute, Germany
NeuroInformatics.NL



Scalable Brain Atlas

http://sba.incf.org

http://sba.incf.org/


User base



More user interaction: create atlas templates

Computational aspect largely solved during  Google 
summer of code 2014. Result:
• Robust pipeline to convert label volumes into 

Scalable Vector Graphics slices, and from there on 
into an SBA-template.

But how many users have this available:
• A brain parcellation (typically a label volume)
• Imaging modalities measured in the same space
• Ontology: brain region names and hierarchy



Idea: new atlas template from ‘just a T1’

Workflow:
1. User uploads T1 scan (human/animal).
2. User selects an SBA-template to be projected 

onto this T1 scan.
3. Pipeline registers SBA-template (T1 or other 

imaging modality) to user T1, and co-registers 
the SBA-template label volume.

4. User sees SBA-template projected onto his T1



“Pipeline registers user T1 to atlas T1”

Widely used in 
automated 
hippocampus 
segmentation 
pipelines.

Algorithms almost 
never fail within a 
cohort, but what about:
• T1s from different 

scanners
• Other modalities
• Other species
• Across species
• Across modalities



Specify:
• MRI-image (or other modality) to register atlas to
• SBA Atlas to use
– Image modality to use for registration

• Registration algorithm
(currently supported: linear and elastic-nonlinear 
deformation, driven by the Elastix registration 
package)

Implementation stage: config file



To be safe: try it on rodents first

Take the T2* from Waxholm Mouse space as the 
‘user data’, 
use Waxholm Rat atlas as the SBA atlas.
So the end result will show the Waxholm Rat 
segmentation in the Waxholm Mouse data space.

WHS mouse brain surface

WHS rat brain surface
after elastic deformation to WHS mouse



Now try it on humans

• Take downsampled BigBrain data and project 
JuBrain Cytoarchitectonic regions onto it, by 
registering the Colin27 T1.

BigBrain human brain surface

JuBrain MPM brain surface
after elastic deformation to BigBrain



Conclusions

• Many conditions need to be fulfilled to obtain 
reasonable registration results, but with proper 
preprocessing many practical scenarios can be 
covered.

• Fully automated ‘anchoring’ of brain regions can 
be achieved, even across species.

• Also here, to get beyond the demo stage, 
additional project funding is required. Partners for 
“robust registration” please stand up!
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